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In the Waters Around Omahaports On and
s
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' Where the Cool Waters Lure

Sweltering City Dwellers
'

Gf.

MAHA is about as far. away from salt water, as one! can

get, on the North American (on;in?nt, but for all vhaf
we have a fino lot of vaHuri; amongst us. it you doubt
this Statement, go out to i .'after lake any fine after-

noon and evening and va(ch the fleet as "Jt 'comes o;it.
But the boys do not depend altogether on sails; they
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havo gasolene and electric launches, anoes and other craft that dot
the lake till it is fairly alive with little vessels of all descriptions, dan-lu- g

to and fro over the placid waters. Carter lake is not always
:

placid, "either; sometimes it. is lashed by the wind until being'afloat
on it holds quite as much the spice of danger as the average lands-

man cares to encounter. It is surely as wet as any water, and its
annual toll of life indicates it as being as deadly to the unprepared.

Naturally the Rod and Gun club lakes the lead on Carter lake
its fine quarters attracting roost of those who incline to aquatic
eport, and its boat quarters house a fleet of pleasure craft that is

the pride of the members., A water fete by club members Is always
an attractive affair. The club makes a specialty of swimming, too.

While Omaha hasn't as yet provided suitable bathing facilities
for its citizens, it has maintained swimming pools'at several of the
city parks, where the youngsters can take their dip, and have ii

bully good time. One of these places is at Miller park, and here the
camera caught a downtown office boy just in the act of taking c
header from the spring board. The Missouri river is affected by
many, who dare its treacherous currents with fine disdain for the

danger that accompanies the undertaking. In the Little Pappio arc

'swimming holes" like those poets and otherB talk about, and thets

get their quota of patronage. Lake Mauawa, across the river In

Iowf gets a big share of the general public's attention, for it h?.i

boating and bathing facilities that are unsurpassed on Inland, watero.
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